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Abstract

This thesis presents a new approach for generating arguments based on
knowledge encoded in an argumentation knowledge graph. First, using a
manually annotated argumentation corpus, we construct a new argumenta-
tion graph according to a model tailored for argument generation. The graph
is completed by identifying its implicit knowledge. Second, we develop a lan-
guage generation model for transforming knowledge from that graph into a
natural language argument. Our approach is evaluated by four semi-expert
annotators. The results show a high quality of our generated arguments, par-
ticularly, in their fluency and informativeness.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Argumentation is a fundamental type of communication. People use it in their
daily lives for various purposes such as convincing others of their views or
forming opinions on controversial issues.

The main building block of argumentation is an argument, which typically
comprises one conclusion and one or more premises. The conclusion usually
states a claim in the discussed issue, and the premise justifies this claim by
providing evidence or reasoning.

The process of coming up with new arguments is not straightforward. In
many cases, it is a challenge for people to find good arguments that support
their views (or counter them) or help to form their opinions. Developing an
automatic method for providing people with arguments, hence, is desirable
and highly useful.

Over recent years, many studies in the research area of computational ar-
gumentation, which deals with the automated processing of argumentation,
have been done. However, most of these studies address tasks related to ana-
lyzing existing arguments and argumentation in various aspects. The task of
generating new arguments has been widely ignored by researchers.

Overall, the existing approaches for argument generation have focused on
generating counterarguments by utilizing sources of argumentative texts (Hua
and Wang [2018] and Hua et al. [2019]), while the integration of knowledge
graphs into the argument generation process remain to be studied. The thesis
at hand contributes here: it aims to exploit an argumentation knowledge graph
for argument generation. Our motivation for using knowledge graphs is the
proven effectiveness of integrating them in text generation Koncel-Kedziorski
et al. [2019].

The thesis contributions are as follows: (1) Based on Al-Khatib et al.
[2020], which introduced a model for argumentation knowledge graphs, we
propose a new (modified) model that is more usable for argument generation.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Based on this modified model, we populate an argumentation knowledge graph,
using knowledge identified manually by Al-Khatib et al. [2020], and complete
the graph by exploiting its structure and deriving new (implicit) knowledge.
(2) We develop an argument generation model, that is capable of generating
arguments from the knowledge in an argumentation graph. More specifically,
we train the GPT-2 natural language generation model (Radford et al. [2019])
on a combination of three corpora, two comprise argumentative texts and
one comprise (mainly) non-argumentative text. The training process includes
creating a textual representation of the knowledge encoded in the three used
corpora.

We evaluate our argument generation approach with the help of four hu-
man annotators. The annotators were provided with 100 pairs, each contains
knowledge and an argument generated from the knowledge. The generated
arguments were assessed regarding their fluency, informativeness, and rele-
vance to the given knowledge. The evaluation results show that our approach
is able to generate high-quality arguments, outperforming previous argument
generation approaches (Hua and Wang [2018]).

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides
a brief overview of the research area of computational argumentation, reports
some research studies on graphs for computational argumentation purposes,
and describes some existing approaches for argument generation. Then, our
construction of the argumentation knowledge graph is introduced in chapter
3, in which we describe the argumentation graph model by Al-Khatib et al.
[2020], explain our modifications to that model, and discuss the process of
populating and completing such a graph. The process of developing our argu-
ment generation model is described in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 concludes
by recapping the work done in this thesis and presenting improvements to our
work, as well as the possible direction to pursue in the future.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

Argument generation from an argumentation knowledge graph is one of the
computational argumentation tasks. In this chapter, we briefly overview com-
putational argumentation in section 2.1. In section 2.2, we review some ap-
proaches that employed graphs for computational argumentation tasks. Fi-
nally, in section 2.3, we discusses several research studies in the area of argu-
ment generation.

2.1 Computational Argumentation
Recently, the research area of computational argumentation, which is con-
cerned with the automated processing of argumentation, has emerged. Com-
putational argumentation comprises two main sub-areas, (1) the analysis of
argumentation and (2) the synthesis of argumentation.

Many research studies considered various aspects of analyzing argumenta-
tion. This includes tasks such as identifying arguments in text (Al-Khatib et al.
[2016]), segmenting arguments into argumentative discourse units (Ajjour et al.
[2017]), assessing the quality of an argument (Wachsmuth et al. [2017a]), min-
ing the argumentation structure (Gemechu and Reed [2019]), and argument
retrieval (Wachsmuth et al. [2017b]).

The synthesis sub-area of computational argumentation has received less
attention compared to the analysis one. Argument synthesis includes several
tasks that aim for generating new arguments. Few approaches were proposed
for argument synthesis, which we describe in section 2.3.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.2 Argumentation Graphs
Graphs have not been utilized for argument generation, but they have been em-
ployed for different computational argumentation tasks. For example, Toledo-
Ronen et al. [2016] developed an Expert Stance Graph (ESG) with the goal
of supporting stance classification, argument mining, and several other tasks.
Their ESG comprises information about the stance of many experts towards
specific controversial issues. The graph is modelled as a directed-bipartite-
graph consisting of two types of nodes, the first type corresponds to experts,
and the second to controversial issues. The stance of an expert towards an
issue is represented by a directed edge from an expert node to a controver-
sial issue node. The graph is populated based on Wikipedia data regarding
controversial issues and experts.

Also, Gemechu and Reed [2019] introduced an approach regarding ’Decom-
positional Argument Mining’. In this approach, they represent the structure
of an argument as a graph by encoding information about the relationships
between the segments of an argument (e.g., whether one segment supports or
attacks another segment). The graph is constructed in four steps: (1) the
argument is segmented into target concepts (C) and aspects (A). The opinion
on concepts (OC) and opinion on aspects (AC) are identified (i.e., the nega-
tive or positive attitudes towards concepts and aspects ). (2) The similarities
between C and A are computed to connect segments of an argument. (3) To
see whether they contradict or agree, relations between OC and AC are iden-
tified. (4) The segments of the arguments are linked, based on the previously
identified similarities and relations, to construct the final graph.

Eide [2019] compiled Swedish parliamentary data into a semantic graph,
storing information about members of the parliament. The metadata from
speeches with metadata about the members of the parliament are combined
to construct a graph. The graph covers the presence of parliament’s members
in the parliament, their participation in debates and commissions, party affili-
ation and other biographical information. The goal of constructing the graph
is to employ it in a named entity recognition and resolution system, in or-
der to improve the effectiveness in argument mining in Swedish parliamentary
debates.

2.3 Argument Generation
In the following, we cover some existing approaches for argument generation.

Hua and Wang [2018] tackled the problem of automatic counterargument
generation. Given an argument on a controversial issue, the goal is to generate
an argument with a different stance on that issue. An argument generation

4



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

pipeline is developed with two main components: evidence retrieval and ar-
gument construction. The evidence retrieval component, first, retrieves a list
of relevant articles from Wikipedia, by constructing a set of queries based on
an argument’s keywords, and then reranks sentences from the retrieved ar-
ticles by their potential to support the argument that will be generated in
the argument construction component. The argument construction includes
two steps: in the first one, a generation model encodes the statement and the
evidence with a shared encoder in a sequence. In the second step, two sepa-
rate decoders are employed, one for generating intermediate representations of
key phrases followed by a another one for producing the final argument. The
model is trained on argument-counterargument pairs taken from the subred-
dit /r/changemyview. The results of the experiments show that their model
is capable of generating new counterarguments, with a better scores in both
automatic and human evaluation compared to standard sequence-to-sequence
text generation models.

Hua et al. [2019] extended the previous work of Hua and Wang [2018].
In specific, a new counterargument-generation model is proposed. The new
model replaced the evidence retrieval component with an argument retrieval
component, which is responsible for retrieving passages relevant to the input
argument from Wikipedia and news media, reranking those passages according
to their stance towards the input argument, and extracting key phrases from
the ranked passages. A counterargument is then generated in two subsequent
steps: first, a text planning decoder produces sentence-level representations,
encoding the key phrases and the language style of an argument to be gener-
ated. These intermediate representation are then fed to a content realization
decoder, which produces the final counterargument. With several experiments,
the model achieves better results compared to the previous work.
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Chapter 3

Argumentation Knowledge Graph
Construction

This chapters gives insights into the process of constructing an argumentation
knowledge graph. Section 3.1 introduces a way of modeling argumentative
knowledge as a graph. We base our model on a model for argumentative
knowledge, proposed by Al-Khatib et al. [2020], to which we add some mod-
ifications. Section 3.2 demonstrates the population of a new argumentation
knowledge graph based on the proposed model. First, we introduce the corpus
that we used as the base of our graph population. Then we describe the process
of transforming the knowledge present in this corpus into a knowledge graph.
The resulting graph contains knowledge that is not explicitly present in the
graph but can be derived from it. To add this implicit knowledge explicitly to
the graph, we identify those, so called implicit relations, and add them to the
graph in section 3.3. Finally section 3.4 concludes this chapter by providing
statistics of the resulting argumentation knowledge graph.

3.1 Argumentative Knowledge
Al-Khatib et al. [2020] introduced a model for argumentative knowledge, that
captures certain types of relations between concepts, encapsulated in argu-
ments. The relations encode the effect type that one concept could have on
another concept. For example, concept A has a positive or a negative effect
on concept B; positive has to be understood as ’A promotes/causes/leads to
B’ and negative as ’A suppresses/prevents/stops B’.

6



CHAPTER 3. ARGUMENTATION KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

Original Model

Al-Khatib et al. model argumentative knowledge as an unweighted directed
graph with the following components:

• Concept Instances correspond to nodes in the graph. A concept in-
stance is a phrase expressing an entity, event or an abstract principle
or idea. If available, concept instances are grounded in concepts from a
knowledge base (e.g. Wikipedia).

• Effect Relations are represented by directed edges in the graph. An
effect relation is given if a source concept instance affects a target concept
instance, either positively or negatively.

• Concept Consequences are modeled as attributes of nodes. A concept
instance may be considered, in general as a good or bad consequence.

• Concept Groundings are modeled as attributes of nodes. A concept
instance is grounded by mapping it to one or more concepts in a knowl-
edge base. By doing so, concept instances that represent the same con-
cept can be identified.

The resulting graph structure can be seen in figure 3.1 taken from Al-Khatib
et al. [2020].

Figure 3.1: Exemplary instance of the proposed argumentation knowledge graph.
- Al-Khatib et al. [2020]

Modified Model

Here, we explain our modified version of the graph model of Al-Khatib et al..
The modification aims to enhance the utilization of the graph for argument
generation.

7



CHAPTER 3. ARGUMENTATION KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

Instead of modeling the consequence of a concept instance as an attribute
of a node, we choose to model it as an additional type of relation and therefore
introduce new edge- and node-types. The motivation for this change is that
we later on in the argument generation process base on the consequences of a
concept instance to generate arguments with a specific stance (see chapter 4).

These modifications lead to the following components of the knowledge-
graph:

• Concept Instances same as in Al-Khatib et al. [2020]

• Effect Relations same as in Al-Khatib et al. [2020]

• Concept Groundings same as in Al-Khatib et al. [2020]

• Consequences are modeled as an additional type of node in the graph,
representing concept instances for which a target concept instance in an
effect relation is either ’good’ or ’bad’ for. In contrast to the concept
instances involved in the effect relation, concept consequences are not
grounded into a knowledge base.

• Consequence Relations are modeled as edges in the graph. A con-
sequence relation has as the source node a concept instance and as the
target node a consequence. Consequence relations have one of two types,
either ’good’, if a concept instance has ’good’ consequences, or ’bad’, if
the consequences of a concept instance are considered as ’bad’.

Additionally each node and relation in the graph has been indexed by a
unique ID, allowing for easier identification of elements in the graph. Also,
each edge in the graph has its source text (the claim, which a relation was
extracted from) as an attribute.

The graph structure resulting from these modifications can be seen in figure
3.2

3.2 Argumentation Knowledge Graph
Population

Based on the new model discussed in the previous section, this section de-
scribes the population of the graph with argumentative knowledge. We, first,
introduce the corpus that is utilized for populating the graph and then de-
scribe the population steps, in which the knowledge present in this corpus was
mapped into our proposed model for an argumentative graph.

8



CHAPTER 3. ARGUMENTATION KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

Figure 3.2: Exemplary instance of the modified argumentation knowledge graph.

3.2.1 Argumentation Corpus

Al-Khatib et al. [2020] developed a corpus that comprises in total 16429 manual
annotations of 4740 claims, crawled from the online debate portal debatepe-
dia.org, each claim has been annotated by five annotators. The annotators
were asked to identify knowledge encapsulated in the claims. First, the anno-
tators had to decide whether a claim contains an effect relation, if yes, they
had to decide which concepts are involved in the effect relation as well as which
type of relation (positive or negative) is there. For each of the two concepts,
the annotators were provided by a list of Wikipedia articles, from which they
had to pick the articles relevant to the respective concept. Finally, the annota-
tors had to decide if the consequence of the target concept in the effect-relation
is ’neutral’, ’good’, or ’bad’. If they considered the consequences to be ’good’
or ’bad’, they were asked to list some concepts that the target concept in the
effect relation is ’good’ or ’bad’ for. An example of an annotated claim can be
seen in figure 3.3 taken from Al-Khatib et al. [2020].

3.2.2 Aggregation of the Annotations

The five annotations for each claim were aggregated, as follows:

• Step 1: A claim is considered to contain an effect relation, if the ma-
jority of the five annotators labeled the claim as containing an effect
relation. Claims in which no effect-relation was identified are ignored in

9



CHAPTER 3. ARGUMENTATION KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

Figure 3.3: The figure shows the annotation interface used by Al-Khatib et al.
[2020] for the annotation task. ’Concept_1’ and ’Concept_2’ correspond to the
source and target concept instances of the effect relation respectively. - Al-Khatib
et al. [2020]

the following steps, because they contain no knowledge relevant for the
graph.

• Step 2: The source and target concept instances of the effect relation
are aggregated using the longest common mention of a concept instance,
appearing in at least the majority of the annotations, that labeled the
claim as containing an effect relation.

• Step 3: For the groundings of the source and target concept instances
of the effect relation we only used the groundings, annotated by at least
the majority of the annotators, labeling the claim as containing an effect
relation.

• Step 4: The type of the effect relation is computed by using the label
that the majority of the annotators, that labeled the claim as containing
an effect relation, agreed on, or ’NoAgreement’, if no agreement was
found.

• Step 5: For the type of the consequence relation, we used the label that
the majority of the annotators, that identified the presence of an effect
relation in the claim, agreed on, or ’NoAgreement’, if no agreement was
found.

• Step 6: If in the previous step, the type of the consequence relation was
identified as ’good’ or ’bad’, all the concepts listed by the annotators,
that labeled the consequence relation as the respective type, were used
as consequences.

10



CHAPTER 3. ARGUMENTATION KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

An example of the aggregation of the five annotations of a claim can be seen
in figures 3.4 and 3.5.

Figure 3.4: An example of the five annotations of the claim: By legalizing drugs,
the state can regulate the sale. Concept 1 and Concept 2 correspond to the source
and target node of the effect relation respectively. The same goes for Groundings 1
and Groundings 2.

Figure 3.5: The resulting aggregation of the annotations from figure 3.4.

3.3 Argumentation Knowledge Graph
Completion

At the current state, the graph contains only relations that were explicitly
identified by the annotators in the claims. However, the graph contains rela-
tions between concepts that are not directly connected to each other in the
graph.

For example, let’s consider the following example from Al-Khatib et al.
[2020]. Suppose we have these three statements:

(a) Nuclear energy leads to emission decline.

(b) Nuclear energy undermines renewable solutions.

(c) Renewable solutions tackle climate change and help to decline emission.

11
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Those statements are mapped to the following relations in the graph:

(a) Nuclear energy has a positive effect on emission decline.

(b) Nuclear energy has a negative effect on renewable solutions.

(c) Renewable solutions have a positive effect on emission decline.

We can observe that, that nuclear emission has a positive effect on emission
decline (through (a)), but on the other hand, nuclear energy also has a negative
effect on emission decline (through (b) and (c)).

Such relations, that require following a path from a source concept (’nuclear
energy’) to a target concept (’emission decline’) through one or more other
concepts (’renewable solutions’), can be directly added to the graph. Hence,
no need for recomputing them every time they are required in the argument
generating process.

We call those kind of relations, which require to be derived from the graph
through processing paths, ‘implicit relations’, and we call the task of identifying
these relations ‘graph completion’.

Similar to the explicit relations, we also distinguish two types of implicit
relations:

• Implicit Effect Relations are relations derived from a path between a
source and target concept instance, consisting only of effect-relations.

• Implicit Consequence Relations derived from paths between a source
and a target concept where the last relation in that path is a consequence
relation.

To uncover all the implicit relations present in the graph and add them
as edges to the graph, we considered all pairs of concepts where there exists
a path from a source concept to a target concept consisting of two or more
relations.

12



CHAPTER 3. ARGUMENTATION KNOWLEDGE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION

Figure 3.6: The same excerpt from the graph, one before the completion pro-
cess (at the top of the page) and one after it (at the bottom). Red nodes corre-
spond to concept instances and grey nodes to consequences. Green edges model
positive/good effect-/consequence-relations. Red edges correspond to negative/bad
effect-/consequence-relations.

13
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For the paths with a length of only two relations, the implicit relations
were added to the graph simply by considering the types of the two relations
and adding a new edge from the starting node of the path to the ending node
of the path with the resulting type for the edge as seen in table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Values for the resulting implicit relations for implicit effect- and
consequence-relations.

Implicit Effect Relations

First Relation Second Relation Resulting Relation

positive positive positive
positive negative negative
negative positive negative
negative negative positive

Implicit Consequence Relations

First Relation Second Relation Resulting Relation

positive good good
positive bad bad
negative good bad
negative bad good

For paths spanning three relations or more, we first consider only the first
two relations of that path and add the implicit relation as previously described,
if it is not already present in the graph. Then, we use this implicit relation
with the next relation in the path and also discover the implicit relation for
those two relations. This process is repeated until the last node in the original
path has been reached.

Each edge that was added to the graph by this procedure has the path it
derived from as an additional attribute.

3.4 Graph Statistics
As a result of the initial population of our graph with knowledge from man-
ually annotated claims, in section 3.2, and the completion of the graph with
implicit consequence- and effect-relations in section 3.3, we now give informa-
tion regarding the structure and size of the resulting graph.

14
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Compared to other knowledge graphs, consisting of millions of nodes and
edges, our graph is comparably small, consisting of 5016 edges and 17229 edges.
Table 3.2 shows the number of appearances of each type of node from the in
total 5016 nodes, 2720 of them represent concept instances and 2296 represent
consequences.

The completion of the graph roughly doubled the amount of relations
present in it. Table 3.3 shows the distribution of occurrences of the dif-
ferent types of relations. The aggregation of annotations, resulted in 8442
consequence- and effect-relations between the nodes. The completion of the
graph, by computing implicit relations, resulted in additional 8787 relations.

Figure 3.7 shows the top 30 nodes with the most incoming and outgoing
edges, giving an overview over the concepts most commonly covered in the
graph.

Table 3.2: Distribution of the two types of nodes in the graph.

#Nodes

Concept Instances 2720
Consequences 2296∑

5016

Table 3.3: Overview over the distribution of edges in the graph. ’Explicit’ denotes
the edges stemming from the annotated claims. ’Implicit’ denotes the edges added
in the completion process.

Edge Type Edge Value Explicit Implicit
∑

Effect positive 1282 38 1320
Effect negative 388 25 413
Consequence good 3214 1962 7176
Consequence bad 3558 4762 8320∑

8442 8787 17229

15
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Figure 3.7: Overview of the nodes with the most outgoing (at top) and incoming
edges (at bottom).
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Chapter 4

Argument Generation

This chapter describes our approach for generating arguments based on the
knowledge graph we described in chapter 3. The approach includes taking one
or more simple paths from the knowledge graph and transforming them into a
natural-language argument. In the following, we first describe the transforma-
tion of knowledge to text, and then discuss the connection between our argu-
ment generation approach and argument web search engines such as args.me.

4.1 Knowledge to Text
This section discusses how to transform the knowledge, we from the graph, into
an argument. From the various approaches for text generation, we employ a
neural text generation model. The reason for that is the recent advances in the
development of neural text generation models and their proved effectiveness.

4.1.1 Approach

Different neural language generation model are capable of generating text from
structured data such as knowledge in graphs. For example, Koncel-Kedziorski
et al. [2019] trained a model on graph-structured knowledge extracted from sci-
entific abstracts to generate new abstracts. Also, Song et al. [2018a] employed
a graph-to-sequence model to generate text from abstract meaning represen-
tations (Banarescu et al. [2013]). However, training these approaches requires
human written text as well as the knowledge encoded in the text. To apply
such approaches for generating arguments, we need an appropriate corpus that
consists of argumentative text with graph-structured annotations of the knowl-
edge encoded in it. The lack of appropriately annotated data makes applying
those approaches not possible in this thesis. Even though the proposed argu-
mentation knowledge graph comprises graph-structured annotations of claims,

17
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using this corpus as the training set for an argument generation model would
lead to short claim-like generated arguments that lack reasoning or evidence.
Our goal is to generate arguments, that not only include a claim but also back
it up with reasoning or evidence according to the input knowledge retrieved
from our graph.

The construction of a corpus that meets the requirements of the current
knowledge-to-text generation models is out of this thesis’ scope. Therefore,
instead of employing a knowledge-to-text generation model, we employ a text-
to-text generation model and train it to generate new arguments from a textual
representation of the graph-structured knowledge. The training process is
described in detail in the following.

4.1.2 GPT-2

Radford et al. [2019] introduced a new large-scale neural language model, called
GPT-2. This model is capable of generating coherent text and achieving state-
of-the-art results in many language generation tasks such as question answer-
ing, machine translation, and text summarization. GPT-2 uses the transformer
architecture proposed by Vaswani et al. [2017], and was trained on a dataset
of 8 million web pages with the goal of predicting the next word, given all the
previous words within some text1.

Even though GPT-2 is not able to process a graph structure as input data,
we decided to leverage its powerful language generation capabilities to generate
arguments. We did so by using a textual representation of the knowledge, in
the proposed argumentation knowledge graph, as an input for the model.

GPT-2 developed four pre-trained models available to the public. Those
models vary in their number of parameters, spanning a range from 124 Million
to 1.5 Billion parameters2. We chose to perform our experiments using the
largest pre-trained model with 1.5 Billion parameters.

4.1.3 Training Corpus

The pretrained GPT-2 models were trained on web-text from various different
sources, including argumentative as well as non-argumentative text. To make
GPT-2 viable for argument generation, we chose to fine-tune it with texts
derived from three corpora: two contain mainly argumentative texts and one
contains mostly non-argumentative texts. The later includes texts related
to the topics present in the argumentation knowledge graph, hence, it can

1https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/
2https://openai.com/blog/gpt-2-1-5b-release/
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supplement the text-generation model with additional information on these
topics. The three corpora are described in detail in the following.

Args.me Corpus

The args.me corpus, developed by Ajjour et al. [2019], is the corpus underlying
the argument search engine args.me3, proposed by Wachsmuth et al. [2017b].
It comprises arguments from four different online debating portals, debate.org4,
debatewise.org5, debatepedia.org6 and idebate.org7 up to May 2019. Each ar-
gument in this corpus consists of a conclusion and a premise. We only consider
the premise of an argument in the training (aka fine-tune) process, because the
conclusions are usually short spans of texts and in many cases only state an
assertion without giving an explanation or a reason for it. We only consider ar-
guments from three of the four debate portals and ignore those in debate.org,
because they are, compared to arguments from the other debate portals, of
a rather low quality. In total, we end up with 28705 arguments from three
considered debate portals.

r/Changemyview Corpus

Reddit is a social news aggregation, web content rating, and discussion web-
site 8. It is structured into different sub-reddits, concerning different topics
or issues. Users can submit content to reddit, which can get up- or down-
voted by other users. One particular interesting subreddit for our goal is
r/changemyview 9, which allows users to post their views on a controversial
issue (original posts) and allows other users to reply to those original posts to
change their views. The user who posts the original post can award the replies
that changed his view with a, so called, delta. Content from this subreddit is
of a high quality, due to the good moderation in Reddit, and has been used in
research in Wei et al. [2016] and Hidey et al. [2017], for example.

Tan et al. [2016] compiled the content of r/changemyview into a corpus,
including 20.626 posts with their replies, covering a timespan from 2013 to
2015. For our experiments, we only considered content from top-level posts
and skipped the replies. The content of a post was split into paragraphs, based
on its structure, this resulted in 28705 paragraphs from r/changemyview.

3www.args.me
4https://www.debate.org
5https://debatewise.org/
6http://www.debatepedia.org
7https://www.idebate.org
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reddit
9https://www.reddit.com/r/changemyview/
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Wikipedia Corpus

Wikipedia.org10 is the largest online encyclopedia with over six million arti-
cles and therefore is a valuable source for information about numerous topics.
The Wikimedia11 foundation makes Wikipedia articles available in the form
of Wikipedia-dumps. In comparison to the two previously mentioned corpora,
Wikipedia contains mostly non-argumentative text, consisting of facts about
concepts. Due to the massive size of Wikipedia, we only selected a subset of
articles for training our model. In particular, we selected the articles that are
relevant to the concepts present in our graph. We did so using the groundings
of concepts, that directly link a concept to one or more Wikipedia articles.
After selecting relevant articles, we also split them into paragraphs based on
their structure, which resulted in 81872 paragraphs from 2050 articles.

Statistics of the resulting corpus can be seen in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Overview over the resulting corpus. ’#Paragraphs’ denotes the number
of paragraphs from each corpus. ’#Documents’ denotes the number of document
the paragraphs stem from. A document is either an argument, a post or an article
depending on the corpus.

#Paragraphs #Documents

Args.me 33,864 33,864
r/changemyview 28,705 20,626
Wikipedia 81,872 2,050

4.1.4 Textual Representation of Knowledge

With the goal of training a model that is capable of generating arguments
from knowledge, we need to provide the model with knowledge during the
training process. For that purpose, we employed a heuristic approach of using
an entity-linking system to detect concepts present in a span of text, and a
list of verbs that potentially indicate effect-relations between concepts. In this
way, the model is provided with textual representations of the knowledge in
the training data. This representation is similar to the structure of knowledge
in our graph.

10https://en.wikipedia.org
11https://wikimediafoundation.org/
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Knowledge Extraction

This step includes the identification of the concepts and the presence of an
effect relation in a text.

Concept Identification DBpedia Spotlight12 (Daiber et al. [2013]) is a
entity-linking system, that links entities present in text to Wikipedia concepts.
We used this tool for identifying concepts in arguments. We implemented our
own instance of it using the code provided by its developers13.

Effect relation Identification For the detection of potential positive or
negative effect-relations, we compiled a list of 3440 verb-indicators from two
sources (Choi and Wiebe [2014] and Rashkin et al. [2015]), that may indicate
the presence of an effect-relation.

Paragraph Preprocessing We then detect relations in text as follows. We
first query DBpedia Spotlight to identify the concepts in a paragraph. Then,
we identify all the appearances of a verb-indicator in this paragraph. If a
sentence in a paragraph contains the pattern ’concept’ ’verb’ ’concept’, we
consider it as a relation. Paragraphs where no relation was identified are
removed from the corpus. The resulting corpus can be seen in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Size of the training corpus after and before the relation extraction
process.

#Paragraphs #Paragraphs
(with relations) (Total)

Args.me 11,744 33,864
r/changemyview 10,254 28,705
Wikipedia 46,958 81,872∑

68,956 144,441

4.1.5 Training

For training our argument generation model, we encoded the from the training
corpus extracted relations as text (see figure 4.1). Two special tokens were

12https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org/
13https://github.com/dbpedia-spotlight/dbpedia-spotlight-model
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Figure 4.1: Overview over the process of preparing the training corpus. (1) For
each instance (paragraph) in the training corpus we first heuristically identify knowl-
edge, similar to the knowledge in our graph, by detecting concepts (highlighted as
bold text) and relations between the concepts (underlined text), in it. (2) The iden-
tified knowledge in the training instance is encoded as text and added as a prefix to
the training instance, finally the special tokens delimiting the start and end of the
training instance are added.

added, ’<|startoftext|>’ and ’<|endoftext|>’, to delimit the start and the end
of a training instance respectively. An example of one training instance can
be seen in figure 4.1.

We trained our model using the GPT-2 implementation in github14, which
allows for easy finetuning of pre-trained GPT-2 models. We finetune the pre-
trained 1.5 billion parameter model for 1000 epochs on our training corpus.

4.1.6 Evaluation

Evaluation Setup

To evaluate the quality of our model, we randomly sampled 100 paths from
the argumentation knowledge graph and generated arguments for them. The

14https://github.com/minimaxir/gpt-2-simple
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argument generation process can be seen in figure 4.2. We considered two
different cases. In the first case, a path sampled from the graph, including
knowledge that we have before the completion step (see Chapter 3), is used
as input for the model (explicit knowledge). In the second case, a path that
is solely deduced based on the graph completion is used as an input (implicit
knowledge).

Figure 4.2: Overview over the argument generation process. (1) A path from the
graph is transformed into its text representation. (2) We use the text representation
as input for the argument generation model, which then generates an argument. (3)
The encoded input knowledge and the special tokens are stripped from the model
output, leaving only the final generated argument.

We asked four annotators to assess 100 pairs, each includes a knowledge
path and an argument, for three different aspects, similar to Hua and Wang
[2018]. The three aspects are:
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• Fluency describes, whether a generated argument consists of grammat-
ically correct English text.

• Informativeness describes, whether an argument contains useful in-
formation and not generic statements, like ’thank you’ or ’it is a good
day’, nonsense statements, like ’the sun is close to the beginning of the
conference’, or duplicated statements.

• Relevance describes, whether an argument is relevant to the given input
knowledge. An argument is more relevant to the knowledge if it covers
the concepts and relations, present in the input knowledge.

The annotators were asked to assess each of the aspects on a scale from 1
to 5, corresponding to the worst and best possible score respectively.

Evaluation Results

In the following, we present the results of the annotation task. The agreement
of the annotators can be seen in table 4.3. Table 4.4 shows the results of the
annotation task and table 4.5 compares it to the results obtained in Hua and
Wang [2018].

Table 4.3: The agreement between the four annotators is shown. Percent (x)
denotes the percentage of samples, where at least x annotators rated a sample with
the same score in the respective criteria. Alpha denotes Krippendorff’s alpha agree-
ment, that the annotators achieved in Fluency, Informativeness and Relevance.

All Explicit Implicit
Samples Knowledge Knowledge

F I R F I R F I R

Percent (2) 0.93 0.82 0.90 0.92 0.84 0.90 0.94 0.80 0.90
Percent (3) 0.27 0.10 0.27 0.28 0.12 0.26 0.26 0.08 0.28
Percent (4) 0.03 0.00 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.10

Alpha 0.11 -0.09 0.29 0.06 0.11 0.25 0.16 -0.06 0.31

In table 4.3, we see that the overall agreement between the annotators
is rather low. We observed that two annotators asses the arguments very
differently, one was generally more inclined to give high scores for arguments,
and the other one gave low scores.
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Table 4.4: The results of the annotation task are shown, for Fluency,
Informativeness and Relevance. Std denotes the standard deviation, 25%,50% and
75% denote the respective quantiles. #Samples denotes the number of samples in
each category.

All Explicit Implicit
Samples Knowledge Knowledge

F I R F I R F I R

Mean 3.71 3.22 2.52 3.67 3.24 2.59 3.75 3.195 2.45

Std 0.59 0.55 0.93 0.50 0.50 0.85 0.68 0.68 1.01
25% 3.25 2.75 2.00 3.25 3.00 2.00 3.50 2.75 1.75
50% 3.75 3.25 2.25 3.63 3.25 2.5 3.75 3.13 2.25
75% 4.00 3.50 3.00 4.00 3.50 3.00 4.19 3.50 2.75

#Samples 100 50 50

Table 4.5: The results of our argument generation model are compared to the
counterargument generation model from Hua and Wang [2018].

Fluency Informativeness Relevance

Hua and Wang [2018] 2.5 (±0.59) 1.6 (±0.8) 1.8 (±0.8)

Our model 3.7 (±0.8) 3.2 (±0.6) 2.5 (±0.9)

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show that the overall quality of our argument genera-
tion approach is high; It outperforms the model proposed by Hua and Wang
[2018], achieving higher scores in all aspects. We accredit the high scores for
’Fluency’ (3.71) and ’Informativeness’ (3.67) to the high language-generation
effectiveness of the GPT-2 model. For relevance, even though we apply a
simple method for generating arguments from a ’text-representation of knowl-
edge’, we achieved a score of 2.5, which is considered to be high giving the
high difficulty of the task.

To give an impression of the generated arguments figures 4.3 and 4.4 present
the five best- and worst-rated generated arguments, respectively. We checked
for all the generated arguments, if they appear in the training corpus to make
sure that they are not copied from there. None of the generated arguments
were present in the training corpus.
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Figure 4.3: The five best rated generated arguments are shown. Bold text denotes
the knowledge-path, that was used for the generation of the respective argument.
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Figure 4.4: The five worst rated generated arguments are shown. Bold text denotes
the knowledge-path, that was used for the generation of the respective argument.
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4.2 Connection to Argument Search Engines
Several visionary end-user applications may require the capability of generating
arguments that satisfy the information need of a user. A user expects to
be presented with generated arguments that take a certain stance towards a
certain topic or issue, according to his/her need. In the context of an argument
search engine, for example, it is important to tackle the challenge of retrieving
knowledge from the argumentation graph that is relevant to the user inputs,
and generating arguments that satisfy their needs.

Argument search engines, like args.me (Wachsmuth et al. [2017b]), allow
users to inform themselves about controversial issues, by presenting them ar-
guments with opposing stances, based on a user-defined query. An example is
shown in figure 4.5. The presented arguments are retrieved from the index of
the search engine, which consists of arguments extracted out of online debating
portals.

An argument generation model can be incorporated into an argument
search engine, by dynamically generating new arguments, based on a users
query.

Figure 4.5: An impression of args.me with the example query abortion.

In the following we introduce three settings to utilize our approach to sup-
port argument search engines.

4.2.1 Settings

Here, we will discuss how to consider user needs in an argument search engine
when retrieving the knowledge from the graph. We will consider the cases when
a user inputs a ‘topic’, a ‘topic’ and a ‘stance’ towards it, and an ‘argument’
while requesting a counter-argument for it.
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Topic

In the setting of having a topic as a query, the goal is to generate an argument
that is relevant to that topic. For that it is necessary to retrieve only relevant
knowledge-paths from the graph and generate arguments based on them. The
requirement for such paths is that they start with a concept relevant to the
queried topic. Reliably identifying which concepts are relevant to which topic
is a difficult task itself. A starting point for that task is to retrieve only paths,
that have the queried topic as their starting node.

For example: Given the query climate change, we consider only those paths
for argument generation, that have as the starting node the concept climate
change and generate arguments, based on them, even though other concepts
that would also be relevant to that query, like global warming, would not be
retrieved by that simple approach.

Topic and Stance

Here, we extend the previous setting by introducing an additional constraint:
the stance of the argument towards the topic. To generate an argument with
an appropriate stance towards the topic (e.g ’pro’ or ’con’), we consider only
the knowledge that represents that stance.

To do so, after identifying candidate paths, like in the previous settings,
that can be used to generate an argument related to a certain topic, we need
to select only the paths that are representing the desired stance from the
candidate paths. We identify the stance of a candidate path by considering
the consequence relations. In specific, we consider a consequence relation with
the type ’good’ to correspond to the stance ’pro’ and ’bad’ to correspond to
’con’. The reason is that we assume people to take the stance ’pro’ (or ’con’)
towards some concept, because they perceive the consequences of that concept
as good (or ’bad’).

This makes determining the stance of paths spanning only one consequence
relation trivial. We only need to select those paths from the candidates that
have the desired consequence relation.

For paths consisting of more than one relation, we can determine the stance
of the path by exploiting the implicit consequence relation resulting from it,
which we already added to the graph in chapter 3.

Counterargument

The previous setting can also be extended for generating counterarguments,
either by (1) generating a counterargument for an argument with a known
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stance towards a known topic or (2) generating an argument-counterargument
pair by identifying two paths in the graph with opposite stances.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

In section 5.1, we conclude this thesis by describing its main focus. In section
5.2, we discuss the limitation of our work and and the improvements that we
plan to pursue in the future.

5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we propose the first approach to generate arguments from an ar-
gumentation knowledge graph. Within this approach, we populated a new ar-
gumentation knowledge graph based on a new model for argumentative knowl-
edge adopted from Al-Khatib et al. [2020] and extended it with knowledge
implicitly present in the graph.

Based on the constructed graph, we developed an argument generation
model that is capable of transforming knowledge paths from the graph into a
natural-language argument. We implement our model based on on the GPT-2
language generation model (Radford et al. [2019]) and trained it on a combi-
nation of texts from argumentative and non-argumentative sources, in which
relations, similar to the relations present in our graph, were heuristically ex-
tracted.

We evaluated our argument generation model with the help of human an-
notators. The results of the evaluation experiments show that our argument
generation model can generate arguments with higher quality than previous
argument generation models (Hua and Wang [2018]).

Finally we discussed how end-user applications, like an argument search
engine can benefit from a graph-based argument generation approach.
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5.2 Future Work
The area of argument generation has been scarcely touched. As far as we know,
this thesis is the first that tackles the concrete task of generating arguments
from an argumentation knowledge graph, where we developed a new approach
that is shown to be effective. Yet, there are many potential improvements to
our work, which we discuss in the following.

Even though the relatively small constructed argumentation knowledge
graph in this thesis was exploited successfully for generating arguments, we be-
lieve that constructing a large-scale argumentation knowledge graph will lead
to substantial improvements in argument generation. In general, the graph
we used in our research is very small in comparison to traditional knowledge
graphs. For example, the Conceptnet (Speer et al. [2016]) knowledge graph
comprises millions of nodes and edges, whereas our graph contains only a few
thousands of nodes and edges, and restricted to a very limited number of
relations.

The manually annotated corpus that is used to construct our graph con-
tains texts from a single source (debatepedia.org) and is limited to the topics
mentioned in that source, which in turn, limits our ability to generate argu-
ments for many topics. Also, our knowledge graph is based on rather old texts,
that have been updated last time in 2011 1. So, recent controversial issues (e.g.
Donald Trump, Coronavirus) are not present in that graph, making it not pos-
sible to generate arguments on such issues. Incorporating up-to-date sources
would solve that problem.

The results of the evaluation of our knowledge-to-text model have shown,
that, even though our model achieves overall better results than other argu-
ment generation models, there is still room for improvements, especially in
how the generated argument represent the input knowledge. We think that
incorporating a language-generation model that actually generates text from
graph-structured input such as (Koncel-Kedziorski et al. [2019], Song et al.
[2018b], or Velickovic et al. [2017]), instead of a text representation of that
input (like in our model), will improve the results in that regard. Even though
we were aware of such models we decided not to apply such an approach,
because of the absence of appropriate training data.

The evaluation of our model showed good results overall, but we had the
problem of the low agreement between the annotators regarding the evaluation
aspects. In the future, we will enhance the process of evaluating the generated
arguments. We also plan to try an automatic evaluation. Even though there
are several automatic evaluation metrics, such as BLEU (Papineni et al. [2002])
and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie [2005]), which have been applied in the

1http://www.debatepedia.org/en/index.php/Past_Debate_Digest_topics
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past for measuring the quality of text generation approaches. We were not
able to apply any of them because of the lack of gold-standard arguments that
we can be compared to generated arguments.

This thesis focuses mostly on developing a model for generating natural-
language arguments from knowledge, consisting of only one path for one argu-
ment. In the future, we hope to be able to generate more complex argumen-
tation from knowledge consisting of multiple paths or even small sub-graphs
covering a topic. In section 4.2, we briefly described how knowledge that is
relevant for three settings in argument search engines can be identified. This
is a very promising direction that we want to follow. In the thesis, we only
introduced a simple method for identifying the appropriate knowledge for each
setting. In the future, we want to develop more advanced ways of matching
topics and stances to knowledge in the graph. Also introducing a ranking-
component, that ranks the knowledge, if multiple relevant knowledge-paths
are retrieved.
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